MLCS ORIENTATION WORKSHOP

Date: Thursday, August 31 2017  
Location: Arts 141

9:30    Welcoming reception
9:40    Icebreaker

10:00   Introduction to People in the Department  
        Dr. Carrie Smith-Prei, Chair  
        Dr. Claudia Kost, Associate Chair for Undergraduate Studies  
        Dr. Micah True, Associate Chair for Graduate Studies  
        Language program coordinators  
        MLCS Graduate Student Council: Richard Feddersen

10:20   Information about Graduate Program  
        Dr. Micah True, Associate Chair for Graduate Studies  
        Andrea Hayes, Graduate Advisor & Research Coordinator

10:50   Break

11:05   GSA/FGSR Presentation

11:20   Goals of our Programs  
        Dr. Claudia Kost, Coordinator of the German Language Program  
        Dr. Xavier Gutiérrez, Coordinator of the Spanish Language Program

12:00   COMMON LUNCH: food served in the Faculty Lounge (Arts 524)

12:45-4:30 Language area workshops as planned by the various language program coordinators  
            (specific times and locations TBA)